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ew evenings have been so
poignant to me as those
spent by the fire in Shakawe

Botswana. I look forward to these
moments more than any other when
on an evangelistic trip. Gazing into the
flames, losing my thoughts in their
crackle and pop, I find a peace that
disconnects me from everyday life and
draws me closer to our Omnipotent
God. Sitting quietly with newly made
friends eager to know the Way of
Salvation, ruminating on the teaching
experiences of the day. It is easy to
realize how insignificant so many of
the pressures of modern life are.
For me, preaching in Northern
Botswana is a no-brainer. I invite you
to join me vicariously on this journey.

Departure date: 20 December
Destination: Maun, Etsha and ShakaweWITH BOTSWANA
John, my Setswana guide,   and

I developed a rhythm: We
would slip on our Rufiji

trousers and waterproof boots
as the first threads of pink

dawn inched blearily across the
sky. We would enter the

mokoro and make our way
through the channels of the

Okavango Delta to the village of
Simochima. Hippo, Elephants
and Lechwe feed in the cool
morning as eager  locals pull
our dug out canoe onto the
muddy bank. At  mid-day,
we would escape from the

sweltering sun under a Baobab.
In the late afternoon we would
venture out again on foot to a
group of huts on the outskirts
of the village. Our essentials:
Bible, biltong, trail mix and

bottles of Life Straw purified
water fitting in our safari

satchel.

John taking Olereto’s Confession

John baptizes near Okavango River
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Kaheke cleansing his conscience
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